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I.    lfcroughmit the past tw*rty years, Nippon Steel Corporation has positively 

and constructively promoted technologic*! cooperation through th* initia- 

tion of various projects» th« most representative of which are;    USStXNAS 

in ire.-il* M AUK J* XT A in «Alarsi*, and Pofmng Iron and Steel in Kore*. 

T/hee» art explain*-^  i.   u*taii. 

II,   th* h#fie rationale behind Nippon Steel*» prop**« for technologic*! co- 

operation are %n foliowst 

I.   Th« level of technology in raised through technological exchange end 

cooperation.    Accordingly, technological exchange should be positively 

enrou-raged and promoted. 

j.   The effectiveneee and success of a technological exchange progr«» r*«t 

on a relationship of amtual confidence between th« parties inv©l**4» 

3.    In view of the steel industry's nature as a basic industry, plane 

? .v.; di be napped out on a long-range basis. 

k.      •»'••..&'  attention and consideration «urt be given to the ioplent*- 

tion (mo development of technoloßf. 
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5. The success or failure of a project depends on recognition of its being 

only a part of a greater integral who.1*, and acting accordingly. 

6. Constructive promotion of technological cooperation is a prime obliga- 

tion of developed nations. 

III. In the purmiit of its general technological cooperation progras, Nippon 

Stati adopta a fundamental policy of absolute and positiva encourageaent, 

«¡d possesses Integrated wll-organi*#4 ay a teas necessary for* it» lap!«- 

sentat ion• 

mam 
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FOREWORD 

1.    As always, steel remains the basic material with which a nation's industry 

is built. 

Henceforth, its function may witness even greater expansion, and it will 

certainly suffer no diminution.    The position of the iron and ete*l industry 

within a nation's industrial framework is, therefore,  an extremely important 

factor to be considered by any nation in the process of formulating its 

industrialisation policies.    It is no wonder then that in the remarkable 

progress exhibited by the developing countries during the post-war period, 

the iron and steel industry has always occupied the supreme role.   Of cours«, 

the conditions and motives behind the establishment of an iron and steel 

industry differ from nation to nation.    Amone these,  the pra^atle utilisa- 

tion of natural resources, the creation of employment opportunities, the 

deterrence of the excessive outflow of foreign exchange reserves,  the supply 

of related industries with the basic material and equipment for growth, and 

the improvement of the scientific and technical level may be cit.*d.   Never- 

theless, despite the diversity of their demands, the general iapaet of the 

iron and steel industry on all these nations remains equally me incalculably 

great. 

2.   Nippon Steel has lost no time in positively responding to the various need« 

of developing countries, and through the past twenty years, its technological 

assistance projects have included capital aid and participation, construction 

engineering,  equipment supply and provision, operational guidance (operation 

survey),  feasibility studies and »any other forms of cooperation. 
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These projects affect both the government and private industry in numerous 

countries in the Middle East, South America, Central America,  Southeast Asia, 

and Africa. 

3.    At this opportunity, we would like to express our profound gratitude to 

the governments,  industriestand various organizations of the countries 

involved, as well as to the Japanese government,  for the indispensable 

cooperation and guidance which they have given us in the realization of 

these projects. 

*•.   Likewise, we would like to extend our deep gratitude to UNITED NATIONS 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION and other related organisations for 

their role in making this 3rd Symposium on the Iron and Steel Industry 

«n international conference of noteworthy significance. 

5.   Burtiig »hi» symposium held for the third time in history, we apprestati 

very «neh the opportunity given us to share with you soné of our efforts 

and experience in this area» 

ft.   Through the following brief sumarles of the various projects which we 

have designed and participated in, we would like to illuminate before 

ye« the numerous lessons we have learned i« the course of their imple- 

mentation.    % the same token» we would appreciate any criticism which 

you might have to offer. 

—w»—«-«««»»  .  j 



A BRIEF OUTLINE OF OUR PRINCIPAL PROJECTS 

For information regarding all the projects in which Nippon Steel has participated 

up to the present, please refer to the attached list.    Among these, the main ones 

are:    Brazil's USIMINAS, Malaysia's MALAY AWATA, and Korea's Pohang Iron and Steel. 

These are briefly outlined below: 

I«   Braell. Ueinos Siderurgico* do Mina» Ceraie (PSttliUiJ 

1.   Outline of the Projeet 

1.1*    Established 

Apr« 26, 1956 

1.2«    Capital 

CowBon stock 

Preferred stock 

Total 

CD 6C4,MK),000 

CR 6<*,MK),000 

CR 1,206,880,000 

BNDE 

<73»i3*> 

Nippon 

USIMINAS 

(18.73$ 

Comon 

382,698,3*5 

126,3^1,317 

Prtfetrtd 

501,358,915 

100,07^,768 
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1.4. Layout 

See Figure 1, 

1.5. Employees 7,200 

1.6. Production records 

1966 1969 1970 1971 1972 
(estimate) 

Pig iron 505,063 711,^34 760,818 853,^13 1,061,749 

Ingot 529,323 790,914 850,234 950,040 1,179,296 

Plate l46,8?4 209,740 232,036 325,240 412,960 

Hot coil 171,969 337,177 391,971 3^2,55? 238,763 

Hot-rolled 
sheet 54,853 98,441 94,210 75,297 101,371 

Cold coil 41,072 112,050 132,84? 28,065 3?,205 

Cold-rolled 
sheet 35,783 86,945 98,817 133,250 109,692 

1.7. Brief history 

April '56 

April *56 

Dee. *57 

Jan. f58 

Oct. '62 

June '63 

Oct. »65 

Toe Brazilian government requested the Japanese 

government to help in the construction of an 

integrated steel mill in Brazil. 

Establishment of USIMINÄß. 

Establishment of Nippon USIMINAS. 

USIMINAS started as Brasilian-Japaimst ^oiat venture« 

Blow-in of No.l B.F. 

B.O.F« started operation. 

Cold strip »ill started operation. 



Completion of 1,00,Uüü ton integrated  nteel   plant. 

D«c. «68 Starttd l.k «UUon ton «xpaneion project. 

Aug,  '71 Started 2,4 «liUion ton expansion projtct. 

2.   Outliiit ©f fwhBlea Aaalatanc« by HSC 

2*1.    Operational aaßietanc« 

A*    Scop« 

A-l   Oparational «ail maint «nane« t«chnlquM 

r«g»rdinff »«nufactur« of «trip and plat« product«. 

A-2   Standard operation control «yat«»e. 

••   6i«p*ieh of Miß». ptrNitMl within lé p«r«on«, « «ontha/pw-aon 

«MB. 

C.    Training of US IM IN AS p.r«onn«l within |f ,**«»«., § 

pit1 y«»r. 

9»   Goiitr«©* p«rlod 

10 y«ara fro« April ÎJÉ«# 

I.f.   f«totói«Ì «Baiatane« ragaurding t««t and r««»«rch 

A*    Scop« 

Twhaical aaaietanc« concerning rwwarch orf«*iMtion, Ur-Ung 

m«tnod», and r«««arch approach Mthod«. 

B. Dispatch #f NSC'« poraonnol within I p«reona, « •onth«/p#iHwn p*r 

y«ar. 

C. ÎMiiiiiif of lismma« por.oaii«i within II •an-üom h. 

D. Contract t«rm 

1969 ~ 1974 



if¡   ton   • j/.i-in' io*,   , tit't" .xv,v 

cok*'«pv#n ' l'int »   -int*"s^r ;4 *nt,   :*-0,F-) 

r*-M i-une, 

A»3   àmÌB%me<* - t, 

B.   Contract i«» 

f    * r .   • i "-'  v. i f x? *• ii 

j?»%#    En#rln##rit:>' •<;•• 'tí*! t  f' r     .. «¡..ai •(. to--, #>xp*B»ictt program* 

â#       'op»* of •»nKin^^rin*' *arv: -«»r 

A-¡     i rfpvtM"n  asM  '••(•vi*»*? of  pjrehas* apee if ic«tÍo»s# 

Á-?    Technical   ^xrl-»1 Mtion  to   i    'ik-jv. 

á»^ "i ffì-**     *¡dv of dT'1   '^eKnicai  'iiscwjr.ions on specifications« 

k~k        i'.'plv   i:   f .unrj it i in   .«• ¡  buiiiinp drawln£9, 

A-'<    Ba.'ie  *.-. '-.w c ai   fiata  f^»- o. vil  work:, concerning foundatic-nR and 

* r:i *  works. 

V'vic* -:i.  . -vital tation workr- and   inr.ppction. 

j«     ;OîI" ¡ i--*   'rita 

i:r;i - '   year* 
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11'    Malaysia, Ualayawata ¿teel Bhd. 

1.   Outline of the Project 

1.1. Established 

August,  1965 

1.2. Capital 

M$ 38,875,000 (As of Sept., 1972) 

Including 

NSC 20.8 % 

Otftar Japanese companies 18.2 

Malaysian Ctev't, j.1.1 

I.F»C. û 3 

1.3«    M«4» t<ittip»nt 

Blaet furnace ( x 2) 

B.O.F, ( x 2) 

«oiling »ill 
Cbtr, «agi©, wire red) 

Utetrie furnace 

C.C. (2 strands x 1} 

Hôt-eeil processing lina 

Sintering plant 

lA.    Layout 

3e« fig*»« 2« 

1.5.    Employeea 

1,750    . 

U.ftOO t/s 

11,300   " 

10.000    * 

20 

50 

70 

10 

000 t/yr 

000 *« 

000 » 

000 t/n 

mmmmmà 
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1.6. Production records (rolled products) 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1.?. Brief history 

Aug. *65 

Apr. '66 

Au§. '67 

A»§. *€$ 

«Jan. '71 

12,171 ton 

^7,03*+ 

6^,609 

71,308 

107,52** 

MALAY AWATA was incorporated. 

Started construction of phase 1 project. 

Completion of phase I project (B.F. x 1) 

Started construction of phase II project. 

Completion of phase II project. 

2.   Outline of the Technical Assistance by NSC 

2.1.    Engineering and operational assistance fer the construction of 

an integrated steel mill, 

a.    Scope of technical assistance 

A»l   Engineering services. 

A-2   Technical assistance for the construction and operation. 

B. Contract tern 

Düeüfcer %%$ «* 10 years 

C. Records of dispatch of NSC personnel 

At the peak of construction 137 

At present 9 
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2.2.    Agreement for th« purchas« and installation of ih o   >qu   tí 

A.    ¿cop« of assistance 

A-l    Supply of «quipa»«nt. 

A-2   Supervisory s«nrie#s of équipant iiwtaii#Uon. 

A-3   Finance (d«f«rred peym«nt). 

1.3.   fsffcnical assistane« for expansion ptojsefc 

A»    Iwtailatioft of «isctrie fuma«« and C.C, 

»#    Installation of hot eoli processing piart 
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11 '    Republic of Korea,  Pohar.g Iron à Steol Co., Ltd.   (ruxu) 

1.    Outline of the Project 

1.1. Established 

March 26th, 1968 

1.2. Capital 

W, 817.00   Wong (As of DM., 1972) 

Korean Government 

35,317.00 Wong 

1,3*   Main equipment 

A.   Sintering plant 

Dulght Lloyd 

Grate area 

I*   Coke-oven plant 

Otto 

C«    No.l Blast furnace 

D#   Steel-»«king plant 

B.O.F. 

1*    Blooming St slabbing mill 

P.    Billeting «111 

G. Hot strip Mill 

(Roughing) 

(Finishing) 

H.    Plate will 

*f060 %/ê 

2 

68 own©» 1,600 t/á 

1,660 ir*, 2,600 t/d 

100 t/e«. t 2 

890,000 t/yr» 2-Hi reversing 

1*1,000 t/yr, 2-Hi r*v«r«l«f 

583,000 t/yr 

k'M reversing 

%-M continuous 

Plekling line 

184,000 t/yr, *»-Hi reversing 



.-+.     la/out 

s ¡ ''¡re   *'.. 

I.8*.    Employees 

3,000 

1.6.    Production FIJ 

1st Stage 2nd ¿tage 

Ingot base Ingot base 
Equipmtnt 1,032,000 t/yr 2,600,000 t/yr 

Billeting mill Bliitt l^l.OOO 109,000 

Sectioiiß 

Sub-total 

157,000 

1^1,000 2^6,000 

Hot «trip »ili Hot ceil 183,000 637,000 

Hot skelp 180,000 2É7,000 

* Hot sheet 220,000 

583,000 

153,000 

Sub-total 1,017,000 

piate «m Piata 18*,800 336,000 

Colà strip «ili Cold coil - 80,000 

Cold sheet - 316,000 

0.1. atiaet - 80,000 

Sub-total - ^76,000 

Grandi 'fetal 908,800 2,075,000 

(1974) (1778) 

1.7.    Brief history 

A.    Opon the request of the government of the Republic of Korea, a 

mission comprising aix Japanese steel manufacturers waa sent tc 
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Korea in 1965 to study feasibility of an integrated stool i;.ilu»*ry 

in Korea.    However,  it was found premature to take up the project 

at that time. 

B. Afterwards, the Koppers Co. of U.S.A.  studied the project and  the 

so-called «KIoA Group" was formed with the participation cf leading 

«achinery manufacturers of U.S.A., Great Britain, West Gertr,-ny, 

France, and Italy.    The group concluded an agreement with the Korean 

govern««* in October, 1967, for the construction of an integrated 

steel industry with an annual capacity of 600,000 tons.    In order 

t© i«pl«i«nt the plan, Pohang Iron & Steel Co., Ltd. war» established 

in April, 1968»by the government. 

C. The fore»r Tfawata and Fuji and Nippon Kokan entered into a consulting 

agreement with the Korean government to undertake technical review 

of the «SA Plan and to provide training facilities for the managerial 

staff of POSTO. 

D. However ine IIÜA SfW*p fail* to r*i»« th* necessary finance and the 

plan was shelved. 

g#   I» August, 196% the Korea« government «sked for the assisterne e of 

the Japanese government for the FOSCO project and the Japan*«*. 

government agreed t© grant a credit of $125,700,000 in Dec*r.ber of 

the sa«e yew after receiving the report of a survey mission 4iieh 

it had sent to Korea* 

F«   0« the other hand, the Korean government revised the KlaA project 

to a ««• million-ton project (with the ultimate target of fi%<* 

million tons) «id requested the Japanese group to study the plan. 
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G.    The aforesaid  three Japanese companies undertook  the study and sub- 

mitted the study report in April, 1970, based on the preliminary 

engineering agreement which was concluded upon the finalisation 

of the financial assistance between the two government. 

H.    In July, 1970,   the Japanese group (NSC and  NKK) concluded the 

engineering and consulting agreement with I>OSC0 to provide technical 

assistance for the preparation and review of the specifications etc. 

and training of construction staff of POSCO. 

I.   Partly modifying the above agreement, another technical assistano* 

agreement for construction and operation was concluded in May, 1971. 

2.    Outline of the Technical Assistance by NSC 

A.    Scope of the assistance 

A-l   Technical aaaistanee for the placing of the integrated steel 

plant* 

(i)   Preparation of the equipment specifications and supply of 

basic design data. 

(ii)    Advice concerning equipment purchasing and review of 

drawings. 

A-2   Technical assistance for construction and plant operation. 

A-3   Training of construction and operation ataff of VOSCO. 

B.   Period 

August, 1970 ~ August, 1975 

C   Dispatch schedule of NSC personnel and training programe of 

POSCO personnel.  

I97O 
1971 
1972 
1973 

Total 

Despatch of NSC personnel 

16 m/a 
I25 
528 
523     

II92 

Training of POSCO personnel 

123 
462 
975 

1580 

^-——-Mgüfc 
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BASIC PRINCIPLES   AND FOLIC IES_fiF JIi£OJ__QÏK£L_lâ 

TECHNOLOGICAL COOPERATION PROGRAM 

1. Technology is a fundamental and universal cultural asset  that belongs to 

all of   mankind.    Accordingly, regardless of race, geography, or cultural 

background, all nations are entitled to the widest diffusion of technology. 

We believe that by positively promoting technological cooperation,  industry 

fulfills one of its prime responsibilities towards society.    With regard 

to technological cooperation, Nippon Steel professes a fundamental attitude 

of positive encouragement and promotion. 

2, We also believe th*t technological exchange is an immeasurably effective 

instrument for raising the level of scientific technology.   The mono- 

polization of technology by any one party would only eventually result in 

its stagnation and decay.   To add to this, it is a flagrant violation of 

industry's social obligations.    It does not matter where the technological 

exchange is taking place.   Nor does it »atter who the parties involved are. 

îhe plain fact is that wherever it is taking place, the various new 

problems encountered will signal a way to even greater technical progress 

and to an even better tomorrow. 

3.   Whether the media* of technological exchange is print or maehiftery, it all 

boils down to people linked with other people.   The final results of tech- 

nological cooperation »ay be concretely manifested in increased production, 

improved quality, m well as supply of equipment and machinery.    But the 

real criterion for evaluating technological cooperation is technology per se 

which can never besar fruit without people-to-people relationships.    At this 

point, the most Important problem that must be considered is, we think, 

the creation of a relationship based on mutual confidence.   To put it more 
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extremely,  once  this relationship of mutual  confident  i, established, 

results far better than those first expected will certainly and  definitely 

come.    The basis of mutual confidence is,   of course,  mutual understanding. 

For this reason,  an understanding of the national character, a correct 

grasp of the problems involved  (including the role to be played by the 

project concerned in the national economy,  etc.),  and  the employment of 

the best methods in problem-solving are indispensable,     toother point to 

be given consideration in any project whatsoever is the adoption of a 

long-range perspective.    The steel industry being a capital-intensive 

industry and the cornerstone upon which a nation's industrialization 

policies are built,  the results of such proJects must not b# ^^ frm 

a short-range view.    With these forming the background,  we maintain great 

interest in the constant harmony among the various governments,  inter- 

national monetary organizations, and other related entities concerned. 

Along with the long-range consideration of auch projects, what attract 

our strong attention and concern are the implantation and the develop, 

iwnt of technology.    The viable implantation of technology becomes « 

reality only when the technology concerned meets the specific needs and 

conditions existing in the country concerned and thus becomes »absorbable«. 

Equally decisi• is a deep-rooted cooperation between the donor and the 

receiver of technological assistance.    As always, the smooth relationship 

of mutui emttàmm. is the fundamental premise upon which technological 

exchange is based.   Technology which Is inappropriate for a certain 

country's special   conditions may be introduced, but not without bringing 

ahout a bad case of «indigestion« or UBdut proiOI1gmuon of tht p#riod of 

technological cooperation required, which is an extremely high price to 

pay for the results desired.    Either case will eventually deal an undesir- 

ably heavy blew to the iron and steel industry as the core industry of 
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a nation.     Due consideration should rather be given on a long-range view 

of the project which eliminates undesirable side-effects and  on the 

elevation of technical standards.    This would take  the concrete form 

of concentration on equipment and machinery planning as well  as forms 

and methods of technological cooperation. 

5.    In the actual design and formulation of the projects,  we always give 

prime consideration to ite integral economic rationality.    This problem 

embraces such factors as layout, material balance,  energy balance, and 

construction schedule in a comprehensive plan that allows for future 

expansion.    Upon this integral economic rationality hangs the success 

or failure of the project.   Consequently, for the smooth Implementation 

of a project, couplets agreement between the supplier and the recipient 

of technological assistance is an absolute and practical prerequisite. 

6.   The next point not to be neglected in the technological cooperation is 

its possibility of expanding to various other phases of cooperation. 

This »sans that technological assistance does not always end with the 

construction of the steelworks or subsequent operational guidance. 

Many eases further require cooperation that extends to capital aid and 

management supervision, i.e. cooperation on an Integrated and compre- 

hensive level.   We in Kippon Steel have positively responded to the 

demands and requirements of our partner countries.   The coming days hold 

promise of even »ore of such positively-oriented projects. 

?.    The most striking character i «tie of the technological cooperation program 

at Nippon Steel is that it makes available the newest steel-making tech- 

nology to ite partners.    In addition to operational management engineers, 

we employ a large nuaber of construction engineers and R-D (research and 
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development) engineers, who are constantly jtnvm, lowt-.da the ro:ine;nent 

01 stoel-manufacturins techniques. Likewise, on the new and powerful plane 

of computer enineerings Nippon ¡itoci can claim ,-» loadn.,- positior. ln the 

twin areaa of business computerà and process computerà. 

8. Another remarkable feature is the availability of Nippon òteel's Machinery 

Division, which manufactures blast furnaces, B.O.F.'a, rolling milla, and 

Other equipment not only for its own use but also for othor companies 

outside.      Consequently, when Ilippon Steel engages in technological 

assistance, it is making available its equipment and machinery manufactur- 

ing know-how. 

9. Furthermore, Nippon Steol is engaged m positive efforts aimed at environ- 

mental protection, ae manifested by the enormous amount of manpower and 

capital investment directed towards this end. Kanoeforth, the formulation 

of iron and steel industry projects in the developing nations will include 

paramount stress on the problem of environmental pollution. Nippon ;;teel 

is doing the very bast it oan in this area, not through a passive rolo, 

but through an active promotion of integrated environmental development, 

harmony betwaan nature and industry, and ecological balance» These are 

the underlying themes behind all our effort. 

Qomimm 

As briefly deseribad abofo, we at Nippon Steal have put in the very best of 

determined and positive efforts towards fruitful technological exohangt and 

cooperation. It is our firm intention t© expand these efforts in the futura» 

always *nd in every case raapondiag to the specific need» and requiremonta ©f 

all countries concerned. It ia a great joy on our part to be given this op- 

portunity, through technological assistance and cooperation,to be able t© 

contribute in our own modest way towards world poace, procréas» and prosperity. 
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